The SsConfigFileEncoding table is now in both wmanIfMib and wmanDevMib, and according to section 13.1.2.1 should be no longer in wmanIfMib. Remove this table and its objects from wmanIfMib (and renumber the remaining wmanIfSsCps objects accordingly).

Suggested Remedy

Proposed Resolution: Accepted
Recommended by:

Reason for Recommendation

Resolution of Group: Accepted

Group’s Notes

Group’s Action Items

Editor’s Notes

Editor’s Actions k) done

Editor’s Questions and Concerns

Editor’s Action Items
Suggested Remedy

Import object identity iso8802 from relevant MIB module. Alternatively define it explicitly in our MIB.

Proposed Resolution  Recommendation: Rejected  Recommendation by

Reason for Recommendation

Resolution of Group  Decision of Group: Rejected

Reason for Group’s Decision/Resolution

Remedy is inadequate. Commenter agreed to provide more complete remedy during next recirculation.

Group’s Notes

Group’s Action Items

Editor’s Notes  Editor’s Actions  1) none needed

Editor’s Questions and Concerns

Editor’s Action Items